IDEALS Registry 360 empowers early childhood educators to advance their professional growth with support from their mentors and employers. Data is aggregated from their own experience, educational institutions, third-party trainings, and learning platforms while identifying needs from employers and the state. IDEALS Registry 360 includes the core data elements for early childhood suggested by the National Registry Alliance as well as a framework aligned with school-age registries, which can be customized and integrated to meet each customer’s needs.

3 Key Benefits of IDEALS Registry 360

**Career Booster**
encourages growth potential by equipping the workforce to create a personalized professional development plan supported by mentors and employers. IDEALS Registry 360 creates a pool of experienced and qualified employees for prospective employers.

**Accountability Enhancer**
monitors licensed workers to ensure they are maintaining the credentials that are required for states to receive federal funding and to ensure that children are being served by a competent workforce. IDEALS Registry 360 strengthens remote monitoring.

**Data Analyzer**
allows state leadership and local programs to make informed planning and funding decisions by using comprehensive, aggregated big data. IDEALS Registry 360 also identifies gaps in knowledge and skills so that training and support can be maximized.

Let’s build your workforce together.
Contact us at WorkforceRegistry@jhu.edu
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